Cruising Log 140531

Wednesday May 21st.
[bookmark: _GoBack]I videoed the departure of the round the world jet skiers, who were going to try and pass Albania offshore. Marijan & his father arrived to service all the winches. They were in good shape and only required greasing so they were finished by one hour. I visited the chandlery to purchase two hose connectors and gave one with thanks to my Norwegian neighbour. My final task, I thought, was to clean the floor and inspect the bilges and started forward. At 1300 I met with Sem in his office to discuss my account, negotiated some reduction in hours worked and settled. Being unsure as to how much my cards would accept I had paid 5000€ yesterday with no problem and was pleased that the whole amount was covered by my First Direct card in two tranches. I received a message from Colin, my next crew, to say that there had been a mix up with his flights and he was delayed in Zagreb for 6 hours, ETA now 1920. So I resumed my final cleaning! Horror of horrors as I moved the cockpit cushions stored in the master cabin I encountered a large cockroach which quickly met an untimely end. Only time will tell if eggs have been laid, I’ll not mention that to Colin! Then in the aft bilge compartment in the master cabin there was some water – not much but when mopped up it kept returning. I had hose tested the boat on wash down and all OK so we had a leak. Small leaks can become big ones so I examined all stopcocks and hose connections in the vicinity and there was moisture beneath the in line stop cock on the water maker circuit, confirmed by tissue paper. No problem, renew the hose and secure the jubilee clip, I was well pleased except that the water kept returning!!  Further close examination now revealed some corrosion beneath the stopcock on the holding tank exit, but tissue paper showed the leak to be from another connection high in the far R hand corner on the fresh water line to the master cabin basin. It was rather too far for me, still protecting my damaged R knee, so Branco kindly dealt with that. Now it does defy the law of averages to have two leaks in the same area at the same time. Had Colin arrived on time he would have found me trying to stop a leaking boat!! I was grateful for the extra time because I could actually polish the windows and mirrors and had time for a shower AND to visit Restoran Kremik to send off my log. I hope that perhaps one or two of the recipients find it of some interest. I was also sending my Blue Mountain birthday wishes to Giudy when JAL finding me on line called on Facetime. We had a good chat but later returning to Blue Mountain the site had seized (I think the local WiFi went down – again) and in trying to recover for some reason all my Bookmarks/Home file disappeared, most annoying! Colin duly arrived and we enjoyed supper at the marina restaurant. Colin’s father and Edna’s (his wife) father were both Commodore Chiefs (the senior engineer of a shipping line). Colin himself became a marine engineer at sea but returning to shore and obtaining umpteen engineering qualifications his final job was as the engineering director of Statebourne Cryogenics. He has also some 40,000 sea miles under his belt many as a delivery skipper. He sailed catapult catamarans becoming National Champion and second in the Worlds, has x4 been Commodore of the South Shields Sailing Club. He is a keen walker and leads a walking club fortnightly, aged 78, and he has also flown gliders.


Thursday May 22nd.
Leisurely morning, I signed out at Reception and after a sandwich lunch we slipped at 1430. The aft head, which had suddenly become very stiff on dry pump out, cleared itself; thank heavens, presumably just an air pocket after being on the hard. I reset the speed log which had been under reading by 20% using SOG – it needs holding Time + Reset for 3 secs. We then proceeded on our merry way to Rodoznica 7.5M. There were some fluctuations of the engine revs and 2600 felt and sounded more like my 2400 revs at 6.7 knots. Briefly I saw two red lights from “engine charge” and made a note to check the alternator belt when cool. Also when entering Rodoznica we seemed to have a heavy helm pulling to starboard again noted. I was cook for the day but had forgotten to get anything out of the freezer so the fall back was microwavable lasagne, but more importantly on opening the cockpit table a mottled appearance presented itself, wholly unacceptable. Clearly it was laminated and unfortunately the varnishers had sandpapered away much of the veneer. Finally on starting the generator the victron unit kept switching from inverter to charging. The monitor was showing a discharge of 10A but not registering a charge. I switched to charging only and the amperage rapidly fell from 10A and climbed to charging at 74A but the monitor only showed a 61% capacity and 260AHr, that’s a loss of 140AHr. 3 hours later the readings were 79% & 333AHr and then suddenly it registered 100% & 420AHr!
It’s all a little confusing.
Friday May 23rd.
First thing am the alternator had shedded some soot so the V belt was tightened and the engine charged the batteries. We had decided to return to Kremik and motored back. The wheel pressure to port, about 1½ - 2kg, was rather more than just prop walk. If the revs were lowered, but with the boat still travelling at 4 knots, then steering was neutral & light (1 finger pressure) so this was a prop problem and not a rudder one.  It was not affected by directional change to exclude significant current or by trying reverse. We were moored bows to close to Servis by 0900. The table was removed, a diver checked below –NAD, & Branco checked all steering and connections on board, noting, like we had, a couple of idiosyncratic charging light flashes and called the electricians to check. They arrived pronto and before I knew it the alternator had been removed for bench testing. PD was lifted out again and a further thorough check of her appendages carried out, - NAD, before a sea trial with Sem & Branco. The alternator regulator was deemed “kaput” so the sea trial was delayed and Sem was on his way to Sibenik to research and reported back that I should have an alternator by 0900 tomorrow. PD was berthed back on J13. AND all this had been done by 1300! Quite magnificent service. I have two problems; - 1) we had tightened the V-belt and the engine charged perfectly satisfactorily on our one hour return, how can this be with a defunct regulator? 2) The steering was OK on my two day trip from Simuni and Colin reported it OK as we left Kremik, so that’s a mystery and we had not hit anything – honest!
Saturday May 24th.
I showered and did a load of washing. The electricians arrived with a new Balmar alternator and fitted it. I still required an explanation of 1) above and now the Victron inverter charger was not registering! The senior electrician who spoke excellent English arrived – the Victron was not inverting because we were fully charged!!!!!!.  He explained 1) as fluctuating electronics with intermittent charging fair enough I was satisfied. En passant I’d got the electricians to bench test my spare Hitachi 80A alternator and that was all OK. Right; sea trial with Branco and blow me PD behaved impeccably, at my normal cruising revs of 2400 I was comfortably doing 6.7 knots and the starboard pull was no more that the usual with a R hand prop. Sometimes things in life are simply inexplicable. Back on J13 PD was soon adorned with my washing and content I spoke with Sem and aside from the new alternator the total cost was put down as 4 man hours – 200€ and no cost for the lift out, bl..dy marvellous. It only remained for me to settle up with the marina reception and settle down at Restoran to send an email to Rae. Oh the frustrations of trying to keep in touch – the WiFi was down, had been rebooted etc. but no joy. If only you folks back home would kindly send me an occasional email it is just so much easier for you and I’ll sure as eggs respond as soon as I am able. At 1600 we finally left Kremik and motored back to Luka Rodoznica, anchored, and for those of you who have sailed with me – yes it was mustard pork chops with the applesauce.
Sunday May 25th.
Weighed 0900 and motored the 17M to Trogir, very sunny with the sea like a millpond. We were moored bows to with pick up lines by 1210. A beer, steak sandwich with chips in the marina was a wee bit too much. We hired Daniela for a walking tour of the Old Town at 1730. She was the daughter of the marina receptionist and being told that she was beautiful – that clinched the deal! When leaving the pontoon to keep this appointment I passed an English couple with two young girls on board and noticed on the transom Poole YC and the skipper had actually attended both my CA talks at the Parkstone YC. Unfortunately we were in a hurry so I did not get his name expecting to see them later but they left Trogir while we were away. Now we were not disappointed by our (official) guide who gave us a good two-hour tour. We might have preferred less of the art history (we did spend ages discovering the magnificent “portal” of the cathedral and learnt that Adam & Eve should not have belly buttons –obviously!) and more of the blood and guts of the place but no complaints – her degree was in the history of art and she had spent a year doing postgraduate studies at UCL my old college. I had to get back to PD for my contact schedule where blow me Keld Hummer tapped on the pulpit. He is the Danish skipper I met one year ago in Portoscuso who was helpful in my passage planning. A fascinating chap who lost a yacht in the Pacific when he hit an uncharted reef, who’s wife is a cardiologist, his daughter a dentist, who has spent more than 8 years in Croatia and is the Danish equivalent of a CA representative and therefore was helpful again in advising where to go. I had to tell him that I was about to call my wife but we arranged to meet for supper in the Old Town. It was difficult to get an Internet connection and only possible sitting in reception still I did manage to say “Hi” to all my family and to JAL but the chat was truncated. Supper was perhaps the tastiest pizza I’ve had after which we walked to an ice cream parlour whose wares rivalled even surpassed those of the gellaterie of Portoscuso.
Monday May 26th. Trogir to U Lovisce (Otok Scedra) 42M
Grey, cold & raining. We delayed leaving until 1000 but Colin was still soaked bringing in the fenders. It brightened later but no wind so we motor sailed the whole way. Turning the corner round the western edge of O. Hvar we passed through an optimistic racing fleet of 30 yachts and marvelled at the precipitous vineyards adorning the southern slopes. Colin eventually anchored PD perfectly in the narrow creek being somewhat worried when on backing up we were about 6ft from the rocks. Ultimately there were three other yachts in this beautiful, peaceful and secure inlet. Philip arrived selling his wares. I bought 6 bottles of Scedro wine for 300kn; I bought two for 70kn last year. He was not related to the old lady who had lived on the island all alone q.v. his story last year! I thought his story was different – but he was a lovely chap and a good salesman!
Tuesday May 27th. U. Lovisce to Kercula 22M
More of the same. I was delighted to note that we made 7.1 knots at 2400 revs in the millpond. We topped up the fuel tank at the ferry terminal opposite O. Badje just past Kercula and returning berthed bows to in the ACI Marina. It was virtually empty when we arrived but rapidly filled up leaving barely a boat’s length behind each yacht. We replenished stores at the excellent Konzum and explored the lovely old town. Korcula has been inhabited since Neolithic times and in common with many parts of coastal Croatia has been the home of many different races and nationalities. Greek colonists settled it, and later was part of the Roman Empire from 35BC until AD473 when the Ostrogoths seized it. The Venetians controlled the island for several centuries their longest rule lasted from 1420 to 1789. During this period many parts were fortified because of attacks by the Turks and pirates. Britain controlled the island from 1813 to 1815 when it became part of the Austrian Hungarian empire until the end of the First World War. We climbed to the top of the church tower for a superb view and wandered through the narrow streets to find Customs. I was presented with two sheets to read largely concerned with the cessation of the temporary importation of boats prior to Croatia joining the EU on 1st July 2013. As I arrived June 14 this affected PD! Supper was delayed by the cook passage planning and having to change the gas cylinder. I had originally planned to leave from Cavtat, thinking that this would provide an opportunity for Colin to visit Dubrovnik, but there is no fuel berth there and Keld my Danish friend had advised Korcula for the better facilities. He was right, we have gained two days.
Wednesday May 28th et seq. Korcula towards Crotone (Italian mainland) 276M/Riposto, Sicily, total 397.2M
Colin filled the water tank and collected bread while I took ship’s papers to clear out. First Customs, then Harbour Master, and then Police. I was directed to the main police station and accompanied back to the first by a policewoman who logged crew passports and that done back to Customs. According to Croatia I have temporary import of PD valid for 18 months and apparently need to exit the EU and then return to cancel the temporary importation with a T2L form – crazy!!! Anyway the whole process took an hour and I found time to write a quick PC to Rae in pencil. Back on PD the large motor cruiser to port with an English couple on board was due to leave at 1000. They are from Berkhamstead but also have property in Dubrovnik. They left at 1010 and we followed, my perfect exit strategy of releasing all port side so that we separated from our starboard neighbour being slightly marred by the short pick up line and therefore attached midships, not being released, and acting as a pivot as we backed. Quickly rectified we exited and left Korcula by the shallow route through some very small outlying islands and headed out to sea pass O. Mijet. Farewell to Croatia as at 1225 at WPt 5 we had 169M across the Adriatic Sea to the next WPt. It was to be a long motor sail in light airs, the preventer line being rigged to stabilise the boom.
Thursday May 29th, at sea.
We ran 4-hour watches with two dogwatches 1600 – 1800 & 1800 to 2000 to rotate the watches, the cook of the day doing the first dogwatch. As usual, life jackets and harnesses were to be worn between sunset and sunrise and whenever reefed. At 0700 in the NNE F4 I set up the full down wind rig and we enjoyed the peace of sailing at last – for 2 hours. We motor sailed until 1030 when we could again set all the down wind rig (full main on preventer, genoa poled out on the opposite side, and staysail rigged with a rolling hitch on the outer end of the Hoyt boom and pulled as far forward as far as possible via a snatch block on the forward cleat on the same side as the main) again for just two hours. For my watch 1200 to 1600 it was cold and rained continuously, I found comfort sitting on the first washboard covered with a cushion. Closer to Italy there was much traffic, at 1515 I set full sail close hauled and we put in one tack but furled sails one hour later. We rounded the heel at 1600, WPt 7 of the route to Crotone, but ETA Crotone was midnight, so we made the sensible decision to continue to Riposto, Sicily, to refuel, and changed our routing to WPt 6 of that route just another 160M and 28hrs away. (I carry 600L enough to get us to Sardinia but it makes sense to keep the tank pretty full because if low in bouncy seas, I am concerned of the possibility of some sediment problem.) Now I have a splendid engineer on board. Bemoaning my whistling kettle not whistling I was advised to try filing the spout with marked improvement, and turning his attention to my fishing rod holder slipping, was advised that I could rotate the central ridged part 90° and duly moved it to a more secure position. I was just in time for Colin’s supper –fish cakes for the third time running! Lunch had been served as bread & butter with a salad and an apple – I don’t think I could manage the Mediterranean diet!)
Friday May 31st, at sea.
OOOO, donning my oilies & life jacket for my watch I noticed the red bilge light coming on repeatedly – indicating the bilge pump operating. Are we sinking?  The bilge was watched for ten minutes. The wind had increased to W F6 gusting 28/29 knots bang on the nose so we were in up & down bounce mode, which clearly disturbed the float switch. No we are not sinking! Despite the wind we were making surprisingly good progress, boat speed rarely dropping below 6 knots. The wind abated somewhat at 0600 on Colin’s watch but on mine at 0930 it was back to W F6/7 gusting 34 knots. I noticed a line on the deck near the mast and woke Colin to stand by while I went forward to secure the errant line. Colin had commented how sea kindly PD is, the advantage of the long keel, in a fin keeler we would have been corkscrewing like crazy! Colin went back to sleep and I headed inshore to gain some protection and in due course the seas eased. Whereas the Eastern coastline of Italy is boring and flat the heel and then the toe becomes more mountainous and attractive, proceeding West. At the tip of the toe, Capo Spartivento, the chart shows innumerable wrecks. As we approached at 1200 it was fine and sunny with a smooth sea, the wind had backed to SSE F2, and we were joined by a school of dolphins but they did not want to play. By 1530 we were in the Southern part of the Messina Straits no longer protected, and we could sail with 3 reefs in the main and a 7/8ths genoa in the N F5/6. I began to consider options as the wind and seas increased, we were close hauled and Riposto is open to the North, so it made sense to run off somewhat and make for Catania, a large commercial port and open to the South. We duly altered our course and continued on our merry way. Fortuitously at 1700 the wind eased to WNW F3 and further backed to SW F4 so we furled sails and motored to Riposto. We have had winds from around the clock on this trip!  We berthed at the fuel dock but it was closed, a marinierre had appeared in his dinghy and led us to our berth on 07, and we were all secure by 1945. We had logged 397.2M over 2 days 8 hours at an average speed of 7.1 knots, we had tried to sail when possible, given the constraints of passage making, but only managed to do so for 7 hours. Colin washed down while I cooked supper, breast of chicken & pork with a white sauce (– Rae please note!) washed down at last with copious white wine.


